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CRL Introduces SD10
Extensive Specialty Catalog Features
Frameless Shower Door Hardware and Supplies

LOS ANGELES -- C.R. Laurence Co. Inc., (CRL), a leading global supplier to the glazing,
railing, architectural, construction, industrial, and automotive industries, is introducing a new
specialty catalog, the SD10, featuring the latest products in CRL’s extensive line of Frameless
Shower Door Hardware and Supplies.
Brad Murphy, CRL Product Manager, explains, “This 160-page, full-color specialty catalog
is representative of the fact that CRL’s line of frameless shower door hardware continues to grow
with new products, styles, and finishes.”
Murphy continues, “The SD10 Catalog displays many new series of hinges and innovative
products, particularly our new Vienna and Cologne Series of Adjustable Hinges, our E-Z Adjust
Header System to go with a newly developed Prima Pivot Hinge, No-Drill Fixed Panel Glass
Clamps, and numerous accessory items, such as Pull Handles, Knobs, Towel Bars, and Combos.
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CRL Introduces SD10 (continued)

It also features our new Frameless Vertical Post System and Frameless All-Glass Restroom
Partition System. We now have over 25 series of Shower Door Hinges for 1/4" (6mm) to 1/2"
(12mm) thick glass, in various models and beautiful finishes. Listening attentively to customers,
designers and installers has helped bring about some of the innovative additions to our line. The
SD10 also features technical tips for installers and many photos of attractive installations that can
be helpful when creating designs for customers.”
CRL’s unique Showers Online web-based Design and Glass Sizing Program, and CRL’s
Frameless Shower Door Guide are also featured. The SD10 Catalog, as well as other CRL
catalogs, can be viewed at the company’s web site, crlaurence.com.
CRL supports its extensive product line with a Technical Sales Department available from
6:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Pacific Time, Monday through Friday, and 7:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m., on
Saturday. Technical Sales Representatives can help create an attractive and safe frameless
shower enclosure, and lend assistance with product selections and design criteria. Ask for
Extension 7740.
C.R. Laurence is a leading supplier to the glazing, railing, architectural, construction,
industrial, and automotive industries. Offering more than 50,000 different products, the company
serves the industry from 24 locations throughout North America, Europe, and Australia. For
additional information, contact CRL at (800) 421-6144 in the United States and Canada, or (323)
588-1281 from outside the United States and Canada, or visit the company’s web site at
crlaurence.com.
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